INT. UNLEASHED - MORNING

The beginning of the day. Mommies and daddies drop off their little angels at day care on their way to work. Unleashed is a well-oiled machine. Liza and Adi (whose hair looks adorable) are at the desk checking in dogs. SHEILA, a stylish and intense early-forties career woman stands at the counter with her dog FREDERICK.

SHEILA
He needs something a bit more formal for this weekend. Maybe a bow. Blue, to match my eyes. You’re sure this groomer knows what he’s doing? I can still take Frederick to the place in Beverly Hills.

LIZA
You don’t have to. We have our own Beverly Hills stylist here. We wanted to make sure terrific clients like you have a place to one stop shop. I’m telling you, Sheila, Daveed’s a genius.

ADI
He did mine. Freddy will look amazing.

SHEILA
Oh please don’t use that form of the diminutive. Frederick, or “Fred” if you absolutely have to. Actually forget it. I’m being silly.

ADI
So we can call him Freddie?

SHEILA
No only Frederick. I hate Fred, too.

LIZA
(To the dog)
Sorry, Frederick.

Sheila sets Frederick on the counter.

SHEILA
Be good, my baby.
LIZA
(to Adi)
Take him to grooming.

Adi heads to the back.

SHEILA
I’m glad we have a moment alone.

LIZA
Is there something wrong?

SHEILA
As one of your best clients...

LIZA
Yes. You are. And we love having Frederick here.

SHEILA
I have an issue of safety here at Unleashed.

LIZA
(desperate to please)
Do you want me to talk to the Daveed about the scissors. He only uses...

SHEILA
No.

LIZA
Matt to stop smoking po...

SHEILA
No. I want video.

LIZA
(confused)
Okay, so we can make videos... of Frederick. You know I actually took a film class in college, and...

SHEILA
I’m talking about security cameras, Liza. I walked by one of my employees yesterday and thought I had caught her watching Internet porno. Again! But it wasn’t.

LIZA
I’m glad about that.
SHEILA cont.

It was live video of her munchkin at his doggie day care. Right on her computer!

LIZA
You want us to install cameras?

SHEILA
I miss seeing him during the day.

LIZA
(tentative)
It just seems like an invasion of privacy.

SHEILA
Liza, most dog care facilities now offer this to their clients. I would hate for Frederick to have to transition to somewhere new.

Liza knows she’s been check-mated.

LIZA
Okay. We’ll do it.

SHEILA
(clapping)
Hooray!

CUE FUN, UPBEAT MUSIC. (A MUSIC MONTAGE!)

QUICK CUTS:

-Matt and Liza looking online for cameras in the office.

-Matt and Liza carrying boxes of camera gear into the shop.

-Matt installing cameras around the place, Liza helping while Adi mans the counter.

-Daveed walks in (late and hung over) and sees all the commotion. He sees cameras are being installed and walks out in protest. Liza physically grabs and pulls him back in.

-Matt “installs” a doggie cam around one of pups’ collar. We then cut to the “dogs-eye-view” as he runs over to Adi and jumps up for a treat that Adi holds for him. The group watches this fun perspective from a small handheld screen.

POV CEILING CAMERA